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How might we take advantage of ‘emotionally aware’ AI, next-gen immersive reality and new ways to
protect digital identity?
What jobs and skills of the future should organisations be mindful of now in order to stay relevant in
the future?
These pressing questions and more will be tackled by multi-award-winning Futurist and Advisor Shivvy
Jervis (https://shivvyjervis.com/) in a powerful address at premier innovation summit MCB Tech 2019 just
a few days from now.
To learn why Shivvy's thought leadership has garnered 22-plus accolades, you can watch her in action in a
snapshot video (above right and also here (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0-rv4y_fuY&feature=youtu.be))
and browse through the newly-launched shivvyjervis.com (https://shivvyjervis.com/).
An 'Asian Women of Achievement' awardee also named one of Britain’s most influential digital experts,
Shivvy is frequently called on by the media to offer unbiased commentary. Shivvy comments on hot-button
themes such as AI, data, security and the future of work.
Shivvy is also a long-standing broadcaster, having hosted live debates and web video series’ for over a
decade. A two-part Discovery Channel documentary she filmed in Singapore also recently aired on the
network.
On 13 June 2019, Shivvy will take the stage at the prestigious Atlantis Auditorium at Media City Bergen
to help a packed audience discover the most ground-breaking advances that need to be on their radar in
her signature energised and optimistic style.
MCB Tech 2019 (https://www.mediacitybergen.no/mcbtech19/) is a joint initiative between the Norwegian
Media Cluster and The Norwegian Fintech Cluster, and Shivvy will help lead an agenda that includes
progressive thinkers such as David Carroll, Yves Bergquist and Eirik Solheim. Her talk will come off the
back of having headlined at an EMEA event for Verizon in London where she is based.
Technology in business is advancing at an almost exponential rate. No one wants to be out-manoeuvred or,
worse still, become out-moded. As founder of bespoke innovation advisory FutureScape 248 Ltd
(https://shivvyjervis.com/about-futurescape248/), Shivvy advises governments, organisations and startups
on building in-house capability for emerging and future technologies and partnering across the digital
eco-system.
Shivvy has headlined over 300 events, addressing audiences of 200 to 2,000 from diverse sectors. She also
sits as an external expert on IBM’s C-Suite Study Board.
To reach out for a speaking engagement enquiry, fire off a quick email to Dominic Evans:
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dominic@londonspeakerbureau.com
For media commentary, broadcasting or specialist advisory, email her team directly via
shivvy@futurescape248.com
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